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Important!
Failure to read and follow the instructions provided on the Installation Sheet and
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applicable machine safety standards and regulations should be taken into account when
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www.smartscan.com.tw

The ST-U series Safety Light Curtain Installation Guide (CD1002) is subject to change
without notice. SMARTSCAN TW Ltd shall not be held responsible for technical errors,
editorial errors or omissions contained herein, nor for incidental or consequential
damages resulting from the use of this material.
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otherwise, all rights including those in copyright in the content of this document are
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Except as otherwise expressly permitted under copyright law or SMARTSCAN TW Ltd,
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ST-U Series (Model No. ST-xxxU) Safety Light Curtain
Installation Sheet (CD1002 - 111220)

Figure A – Unpacking






Remove all packaging material and retain it
Locate and keep the delivery note
Inspect all items for transit damage
Match goods supplied to those specified on the delivery note
Keep the Installation Sheet in a safe place

Each ST-U series supplied would normally include:





Safety Light curtain
Test piece
Installation sheet
Service questionnaire form

Storage requirements:



Humidity - <95%
Temperature range between –20°C and +70°C
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Figure B – Mounting Information

The ST-U series comes with mounting brackets as standard. The mounting brackets are
located at the ends of the safety light curtain as shown above. The mounting bracket may be
fixed at 90 degrees, with a +/-5˚ adjustment.
Use 4mm bolts for mounting and ensure they are fixed so as to prevent any movement or
loosening of the safety light curtain.
The ST-U series does not use cable connectors.
units come complete with 5m cables attached.

Both the transmitter (Tx) and receiver (Rx)

Transmitter = 7 core cable.
Receiver = 7 core cable.
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Figure C – Dimensional Information
Figure C describes important parameters associated with the safety light curtain such as
detection zone width (DZ).

Measurements are shown for the safety
light curtain’s overall length (including
mounting brackets), fixing centres and
detection zone width.
The detection zone width (DZ) or protected
height is needed to select the appropriate
length to cover the access area.
The light curtain’s dimensions including the
mounting bracket are overall length (L) x
39.8mm width x 48.2mm depth.
The overall length (L), mounting centres
(CTR) and detection zone width (DZ) in
millimeters for each individual model is
listed in Figure M.
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Figure D – Operating Requirements






Humidity <95%
Temperature range between 0°C and +50°C
Vibration: Frequency <55Hz Max. Movement <0.35mm
Do not use equipment in explosive atmospheres (contact the manufacturer for further
advice).

Detection Zone width (DZ)
The detection zone width or protected height must be of a suitable size for each application to
prevent personnel access to the danger area. This can be over, under or around the light
curtains detection zone.
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Object Detection Capability (ODC)
The minimum size of object guaranteed to be detected when placed in the light curtain’s infrared
sensing field. A test piece of appropriate size is provided to test that the light curtain object
detection capability is within the parameter specified for the particular model number.
Transparent objects are not detected.
Range
This is the maximum scanning range of the light curtain between the Transmitter (TX) head and
Receiver (RX) head. Ensure the light curtain is capable of satisfying the range requirement for
the particular application it is being used for.
Reset Location
Reset devices must be located such that the danger area can be seen to be clear of persons
before the system is activated. The reset device should not be accessible from inside the
danger area.
Environmental factors can affect the operation of a safety light curtain and proper consideration
should be taken into account for mounting a system where fog, rain, smoke, dust, large
temperature fluctuations etc is a consideration.
Safety light curtains do not protect personnel from chemicals, heat, gases, radiation, flying parts
etc. They are not a physical barrier.
The machine operators must be instructed in the use of the safety light curtain by the
owner/provider of the machinery.
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Figure E – Important Installation Considerations
1. Consider reflective surfaces that
may give rise to an optical ‘short
circuit’ from the direct path of the
safety light curtain’s infrared
beams as shown in the first
illustration of Fig. E. To ensure
the safety light curtain is mounted
far enough away from reflective
surfaces use the formula provided
to calculate the minimum distance
(X) between the light curtain and
reflective surface.
2. To prevent intermittent tripping of
the safety light curtain ensure that
extraneous infrared energy
between 800 and 1000
nanometers is not directed towards
the Perspex window of the receiver
unit (RX). Extraneous sources
would include infrared sensors,
infrared remote controls, scanning
systems or sunlight.
3. To prevent personnel from
reaching the danger point of the
machine additional mechanical
guarding may be required so that
any access has to be through the sensing field of the safety light curtain. The safety light
curtain must be positioned so as to prevent any overreach or under reach to the danger
point. It must not be possible to stand between the safety light curtain and the danger
point.
The protection afforded by the safety light curtain should correspond to the machine Risk
Assessment under ISO 14121 for the machine being guarded.
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4. Ensure the light curtain transmitter (TX) and receiver (RX) units are mounted accurately inline with each other and are both perpendicular and parallel to each other within the
parameters shown for each axis.
5. If utilising mirrors to deflect the light curtain ensure the mirror length is 50mm longer at either
end of the light curtain detection zone width and mounted centrally to the zone. To ensure
reliable operation the light curtain deflection angle (A) from the mirror must not be less than
40 degrees or greater than 100 degrees. (See Appendix 3)
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Figure F - Electrical Connections – Reset Mode (Manual/Latched)
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Warning
Do not disconnect the cables from the Transmitter (TX) or Receiver
(RX) head with the power still connected to the ST-U series light curtain.
Any wiring or re-wiring of the light curtain must be done with the power supply
disconnected.
Any input or output signals that are not being used must be terminated safe.
The machine must be disconnected during electrical installation to ensure no
inadvertent start up of the machine occurs.
The connection cables must be not be routed with high-voltage cables, e.g.
inverter cables or motor power supplies.

Power Supply
Use a regulated power supply +24V DC ±10% fused at 1.5A. The ST-U light curtain current
consumption is rated at 0.5A + load current of the OSSDs. The Brown wire on both the
Transmitter (TX) and Receiver (RX) head cables must be connected to 24V DC (L+). The Blue
wire on both the Transmitter (TX) and Receiver (RX) head cables must be connected to 0V DC
(L-).
Before the power supply is applied to the light curtain ensure both TX and RX heads are aligned
correctly.

Warning 0V (L-) of the power supply unit (PSU) must be connected to Earth
(PE). No signal should exceed +24V DC ±10% (L+) or be less than 0V (L-)

Warning The shield on both the Transmitter (TX) and Receiver (RX) head
cables must be connected to Earth (PE).

Manual (Latched) Reset
The ST-U series provides a manual (latched) reset for applications where it is a requirement
that the safety outputs cannot be reinstated without the operator first checking that the
dangerous area is clear of personnel and therefore safe. The reset switch must also be
located so that the operator cannot reset the light curtain from inside the dangerous area.
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The reset switch must be a Normally Open spring-return contact block, either push button or
key switch, depending on the customer risk assessment. The Green wire on the Receiver
(RX) head cable needs to be connected to one side of the Normally Open contact block and the
other side to 24V DC (L+).

The light curtain will only reset on the trailing edge of the switch.

The bottom yellow LED indicator located on the Receiver (RX) head shows the RESET status.

Yellow LED Flashing = With the internal restart interlock activated, the
safety light curtain uses the flashing Yellow LED to signal “Reset
required”.

Yellow LED OFF = Light curtain operate in Manual (latched) reset
mode. Light curtain safety reset has been initiated and the OSSDs
are in the on state, (only when the light curtain detection zone is clear
of any obstruction).

External Device Monitoring (EDM)
An External Device Monitoring input facility is provided for monitoring the customers’ external
Final Switching Devices (FSD) to ensure those devices respond in unison with the safety
outputs each and every time the light curtain is interrupted. Failure of the external Final
Switching Device (FSD) during monitoring will not allow the safety light curtain’s output OSSDs
to reset.
The EDM Yellow wire on the Receiver (RX) head should be connected via a normally closed
(NC) contact of the external Final Switching Device (FSD) being monitored. The other side of
the contact is connected to 24V DC.
If the EDM is not being used the Yellow wire must be connected to a permanent 24V DC (L+).
The bottom green LED indicator located on the Receiver (RX) head shows the EDM status.

Green LED ON = EDM ON

Green LED OFF = EDM OFF

Safety Outputs OSSD1 and OSSD2
Two independent (PNP) electronic switching failsafe signal outputs (OSSDs) are provided for
the machine safety circuit. Interruption of the safety light curtains infrared sensing field will
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cause the OSSDs to go to an OFF state and initiate a machine stop condition.
The connections are provided via the Grey wire (OSSD1) and the Orange wire (OSSD2) on the
Receiver (RX) head cable.
Outputs ON = +24V DC (Light curtain clear)
Outputs OFF = 0V DC (Light curtain blocked)
The electronic outputs are monitored and rated at a maximum switching rating of 24V DC,
500mA. LED indicators located on the Receiver (RX) head show the status of the OSSDs.

Green LED ON = OSSD1 and OSSD2 active ON
Red LED ON = OSSD1 and OSSD2 inactive OFF

MUTE Function
The Mute inputs MU1 (MUTE1) Green (GN) wire and MU2 (MUTE2) Yellow (YE) wire on the
Transmitter (TX) head cable are for connecting external muting signals to the ST-U series light
curtain. Both mute input signals are monitored by the light curtain and must come from
separate sources, so that a single fault cannot cause a failure of the protective function.
When both mute inputs are active ON (connected to 24V DC), the light curtain will mute (*Full
Mute or **Partial Mute), e.g. the light curtain’s safety outputs (OSSDs) will not respond to an
interruption of the muted sensing field of the light curtain.
* Full Mute: The entire sensing region of the light curtain will mute (Default).
** Partial / Learn Fixed Mute: A window (specified number of beams) will be muted but the
remainder of the light curtain remains active. To activate the Partial muting function it must be
selected via the appropriate control module and settings in the Learn mode described later in
the control module manual.
LED indicators located at the bottom of the Transmitter (TX, option) and Receiver (RX) head
labeled as MUTED LED show the status.
MUTED - Blue LED ON = MUTE1 and MUTE2 active ON
MUTED - Blue LED OFF = MUTE1 or MUTE2 inactive OFF
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MUTED Output
An external electronic mute output signal is available from the Grey wire on the Transmitter (TX)
head cable, mute ON = 24 V DC (500mA maximum) and mute OFF = 0 V DC. This can be
used to drive an external relay for remote indication via a beacon and/or an input to a PLC.
A MUTED LED indicator located at the bottom of the Transmitter (TX, option) and Receiver (RX)
head labeled as MUTED (light curtain Muted or Partial Muted) shows the status.

Auxiliary Output (NPN type, Non-safety)
An external electronic OSSD AUX output signal is available from the Orange wire on the
Transmitter (TX) head cable, OSSD AUX ON = 0 V DC (500mA maximum) and OSSD AUX OFF
= 24 V DC. (Note: OSSD AUX OFF can’t directly drive a relay or load devices.)

Communication Link
The Transmitter (TX) and Receiver (RX) heads communicate via DATA-Link. The Violet wire
from the Transmitter (TX) head cable must be connected to the Violet wire from the Receiver
(RX) head cable.

Warning The Data wires are communication links and have DATA-Link
voltage levels (+ 24V). They MUST NOT be connected to any other voltage
source.
The maximum total cable length from the Transmitter (TX) head to the Receiver
(RX) head must not exceed 40m.
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Figure G - Electrical Connections – Auto Reset Mode
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Warning Do not disconnect the cables from the Transmitter (TX) or Receiver
(RX) head with the power still connected to the ST series light curtain.
Any wiring or re-wiring of the light curtain must be done with the power supply
disconnected.
Any input or output signals that are not being used must be terminated safe.
The machine must be disconnected during electrical installation to ensure no
inadvertent start up of the machine occurs.
The connection cables must be not be routed with high-voltage cables, e.g.
inverter cables or motor power supplies.

Power Supply
Use a regulated power supply +24V DC ±10% fused at 1.5A. The ST-U light curtain current
consumption is rated at 0.5A + load current of the OSSDs. The Brown wire on both the
Transmitter (TX) and Receiver (RX) head cables must be connected to 24V DC (L+). The Blue
wire on both the Transmitter (TX) and Receiver (RX) head cables must be connected to 0V DC
(L-).
Before the power supply is applied to the light curtain ensure both TX and RX heads are aligned
correctly.

Warning 0V (L-) of the power supply unit (PSU) must be connected to Earth
(PE). No signal should exceed +24V DC ±10% (L+) or be less than 0V (L-)

Warning The shield on both the Transmitter (TX) and Receiver (RX) head
cables must be connected to Earth (PE).

Automatic Reset
The automatic reset mode allows the safety light curtain to be reset automatically, that is, on a
blockage of the safety light curtain’s sensing field it will turn off the safety outputs (OSSDs).
Removing the blockage from the sensing field of the light curtain will re-activate and turn on the
safety outputs (OSSDs). The configuration of the safety light curtain in the auto reset mode
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will depend on the customer’s risk assessment for the machine.
The Yellow wire on the Receiver (RX) head cable must be connected to 0V DC (L-) and the
Green wire on the Receiver (RX) head to the 24V DC (L+).
The bottom yellow LED indicator located on the Receiver (RX) head shows the RESET status.

Yellow LED ON = Light curtain operate in automatic reset mode.

External Device Monitoring (EDM)
An External Device Monitoring input facility is provided for monitoring the external Final
Switching Devices (FSD) to ensure those devices respond in unison with the safety outputs
each and every time the safety light curtain is interrupted. Failure of the external Final
Switching Device during monitoring will not allow the safety light curtain to reset.
In Auto reset mode the EDM function is connected via the Green wire on the Receiver (RX)
head via a normally closed (NC) contact of the external final switching device (FSD) being
monitored. The other side of the contact(s) is connected to 24V DC.
If the EDM is not being used the Green wire must be connected to a permanent 24V DC (L+).
The bottom green LED indicator located on the Receiver (RX) head shows the EDM status.

Green LED ON = EDM ON

Green LED OFF = EDM OFF

Safety Outputs OSSD1 and OSSD2
Two independent (PNP) electronic switching failsafe signal outputs (OSSDs) are provided for
the machine safety circuit. Interruption of the safety light curtains infrared sensing field will
cause the OSSDs to go to an OFF state and initiate a machine stop condition.
The connections are provided via the Grey wire (OSSD1) and the Orange wire (OSSD2) on the
Receiver (RX) head cable.
Outputs ON = +24V DC (Light curtain clear)
Outputs OFF = 0V DC (Light curtain blocked)
The electronic outputs are monitored and rated at a maximum switching rating of 24V DC,
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500mA.

LED indicators located on the Receiver (RX) head show the status of the OSSDs.

Green LED ON = OSSD1 and OSSD2 active ON
Red LED ON = OSSD1 and OSSD2 inactive OFF

MUTE Function
The Mute inputs MU1 (MUTE1) Green (GN) wire and MU2 (MUTE2) Yellow (YE) wire on the
Transmitter (TX) head cable are for connecting external muting signals to the ST-U series light
curtain. Both mute input signals are monitored by the light curtain and must come from
separate sources, so that a single fault cannot cause a failure of the protective function.
When both mute inputs are active ON (connected to 24V DC), the light curtain will mute (*Full
Mute or **Partial Mute), e.g. the light curtain’s safety outputs (OSSDs) will not respond to an
interruption of the muted sensing field of the light curtain.
* Full Mute: The entire sensing region of the light curtain will mute (Default).
** Partial / Learn Fixed Mute: A window (specified number of beams) will be muted but the
remainder of the light curtain remains active. To activate the Partial muting function it must be
selected via the appropriate control module and settings in the Learn mode described later in
the control module manual.
LED indicators located at the bottom of the Transmitter (TX, option) and Receiver (RX) head
labeled as MUTED LED show the status.
MUTED - Blue LED ON = MUTE1 and MUTE2 active ON
MUTED - Blue LED OFF = MUTE1 or MUTE2 inactive OFF

MUTED Output
An external electronic mute output signal is available from the Grey wire on the Transmitter (TX)
head cable, mute ON = 24 V DC (500mA maximum) and mute OFF = 0 V DC. This can be
used to drive an external relay for remote indication via a beacon and/or an input to a PLC.
A MUTED LED indicator located at the bottom of the Transmitter (TX, option) and Receiver (RX)
head labeled as MUTED (light curtain Muted or Partial Muted) shows the status.
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Auxiliary Output (NPN type, Non-safety)
An external electronic OSSD AUX output signal is available from the Orange wire on the
Transmitter (TX) head cable, OSSD AUX ON = 0 V DC (500mA maximum) and OSSD AUX OFF
= 24 V DC. (Note: OSSD AUX OFF can’t directly drive a relay or load devices.)

Communication Link
The Transmitter (TX) and Receiver (RX) heads communicate via DATA-Link. The Violet wire
from the Transmitter (TX) head cable must be connected to the Violet wire from the Receiver
(RX) head cable.

Warning The Data wires are communication links and have DATA-Link
voltage levels (+ 24V). They MUST NOT be connected to any other voltage
source.
The maximum total cable length from the Transmitter (TX) head to the Receiver
(RX) head must not exceed 40m.
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Figure H – Identification Labels
Examples are shown below of the identification labels that are affixed to the bottom of the
transmitter (TX) and receiver (RX) columns.
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Figure I – Status and Diagnostic Indication
The ST-U series has status indication LEDs on the Receiver (RX) head and a 7 segment
display panel located at the bottom of the Receiver (RX) head.
They provide a range of functions to help in the set-up of the safety light curtain and in fault
diagnosis.

Receiver (RX) Status Indicators
CLEAR (Light curtain active or blocked):
CLEAR GREEN LED ‘on’ and RX OSSD OFF LED ‘off’ = Light curtain safety reset has been
initiated and the OSSDs are in the on state, (only when the light curtain detection zone is clear
of any obstruction).
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The CLEAR (Red LED) provides two functions,
RED LED ‘on’ = Light curtain safety off. OSSD1 and OSSD2 are ‘OFF’ e.g. when the light
curtain detection zone is ‘blocked’.
RED LED ‘on’ = Power connected to the light curtain.
All CLEAR (Green LED) ‘on’ = Light curtain aligned.
Some CLEAR (Red LED is flash) = Light curtain not aligned.
Note: Clear LED and Block LED are turned ON at the same time, expressed TX HEAD U1 or
RX HEAD U1 CPU I/O port short circuit.
OSSD (OSSD output status):
Red LED ‘on’ = OSSD output turn OFF.
Red LED ‘off = OSSD output turn ON.
RESET:
The RESET (Yellow LED) provides three functions,
Manual (latched) reset mode:
YELLOW LED ‘flashing’ = With the internal restart interlock activated, the safety light curtain
uses the flashing Yellow LED to signal “Reset required”.
YELLOW LED ‘off’ = Light curtain operate in Manual (latched) reset mode. Light curtain safety
reset has been initiated and the OSSDs are in the on state, (only when the light curtain
detection zone is clear of any obstruction).
Auto reset mode:
YELLOW LED ‘on’ = Light curtain operate in automatic reset mode.
EDM (External Device Monitoring):
GREEN LED ‘on’ / ‘off’ = EDM (External Device Monitoring).
Mute (MUTE):
The Mute LED is a Blue indicator.

The LED will illuminate only if both signal on MUTE1 and

MUTE2 are activated within the disparity time specified.
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Receiver (RX) Diagnostic Display Panel
The seven segment display has two functions, alignment aid and fault diagnostics.
Alignment Aid
The display panel provides a number scale (0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, F) giving a representation
of the infrared signal strength to aid alignment. The scale shows 0 at one end to indicate that
the infrared signal is at its minimum range. At the other end of the scale F indicates that the
infrared signal strength is at it’s strongest.
The ST-U series signal strength is monitored from the bottom block of 2 beams, those nearest
the cable entry.
The STA-U series signal strength is monitored from the bottom block of 2 beams, those nearest
the cable entry.
The STB-U series signal strength is monitored from the bottom block of 3 beams, those nearest
the cable entry.
The STC-U series signal strength is monitored from the bottom block of 6 beams, those nearest
the cable entry.
With the RX Top LED Indicators, beam axis alignment can be performed in just three steps.
STEP 1, Align the top row
The top indicators light up orange and indicators flashes when the top beam axis
is aligned.
STEP 2, Align the bottom row
All of the indicators light up red and 7-seg display show a number when the
bottom beam axis is aligned.
STEP 3, Fine-tune the rotational direction
All of the indicators change to green and 7-seg display gets a maximum value
when all of the beam axes are aligned.

Fault Diagnosis
The display panel also provides 6 different error codes, (E0, E1, E2, E3, E4, E5, E6, E7 and H)
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to aid fault diagnosis.

E0 = Beam blocked (Only in Manual Reset Mode)
When the ST-U series is configured in the manual (latched) reset mode the E0 error code
indicate that the infrared beams of the light curtain have been interrupted and OSSDs are in the
off state. The system now requires a reset.

E1 = EDM (Only in Manual Reset Mode)
An External Device Monitoring input facility is provided for monitoring the safety system’s
external final switching. Failure of the external final switching device during monitoring will not
allow the light curtain to reset.
The E1 error code indicates that the EDM connection (24V DC) has been lost and therefore this
part of the safety system monitoring needs to be investigated.

E2 = Reset Fault
The E2 error code will show manual reset is being activated with either the infrared beams
blocked or the light curtain is out of alignment.

E3 = Output disparity
The E3 error code will be displayed if a disparity occurs between the 2 independent (PNP)
electronic switching failsafe signal outputs (OSSDs) of the safety light curtain.

E4= Output short
The E4 error code will be displayed if an electrical short-circuit occurs with the 2 independent
(PNP) electronic switching failsafe signal outputs (OSSDs) of the safety light curtain or they are
being driven higher than the 500mA maximum specification.

E5= Display Invert
The E5 code shows that the RX display has been inverted. This can be used where the light
curtain needs to be installed upside down e.g. with the connection cables at the top furthest
away from the floor rather than the bottom nearest the floor. This allows the user to read the
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RX display even when the light curtain is upside down.
RX Display – Standard to Inverted
Disconnect the 24V supply to the ST series light curtain.
Connect the RX head cable Yellow wire to 24V DC.
Connect the RX head cable Green wire to 24V DC.
Power up the ST series and the RX head display will flash, E5.
Disconnect the 24V supply to the ST series light curtain.
Wire the ST series for normal use and proceed with installation as normal.
RX Display – Inverted to Standard
Disconnect the 24V supply to the ST series light curtain.
Connect the RX head cable Yellow wire to 0V DC.
Connect the RX head cable Green wire to 0V DC.
Power up the ST series and the RX head display will flash, E5.
Disconnect the 24V supply to the ST series light curtain.
Wire the ST series for normal use and proceed with installation as normal.

When E5 is showing on the RX display panel the system is in a Lockout
condition. The system is held in Lockout during the invert display
configuration process to prevent activation of the machine.
If the segment display shows 3/5 the light curtain segment display needs
to be inverted as above.

E6= RX EMC CPU U1 I/O port Fault
The E6 error code will be displayed (RX display panel), if failure in RX EMC CPU U1 Beam 1~6
I/O port status is error (short circuit).

E7= Muting wiring Fault
The E7 error code will be displayed if a disparity occurs between the 2 independent MUTE input
(MUTE1 and MUTE2 input on the Transmitter head cable).

H= Communication Fault
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The H error code will be displayed if failure in communication DATA line. This is due to the
Transmitter (TX) communication cable not connected to the Receiver (RX).
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Figure J – Test and Maintenance
Testing the safety light curtain with the test piece
The test procedure should be carried
out frequently as indicated by the risk
assessment for the particular
installation.
A test must be carried out at the initial
installation and prior to the machine
start-up.
Smartscan Ltd recommends the test
should be carried out daily.
Any changes to the configuration of
the safety light curtain must be
followed by testing to check the
system is still working correctly.
Regular function checking of the
safety light curtain as well as at initial
installation is required as part of the
test and maintenance process.
The operating instructions for the
safety light curtain and machine must
be made available for the operator
and those responsible for installation,
maintenance and safety control at all
times.
To test the safety light curtain power it up and activate the output switching circuits (OSSDs) to
an ON condition.
Insert a test piece of appropriate size into the light curtain detection zone, at the bottom, 150mm
from the transmitter unit. At this point the output switches will turn OFF. Sweep the test piece
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up through the detection zone parallel to the transmitter.
Now sweep the test piece down through the detection zone equal distance between the
transmitter and receiver. Now sweep the test piece up through the detection zone 150mm and
parallel to the receiver unit. At no time during these tests should the output switches turn ON.
Now thrust the test piece anywhere in the light curtain detection zone and ensure the machinery
stops without apparent delay.
For light curtain models with an ODC above 40mm undertake the same tests as described.
During these tests the output switches should only turn OFF as the test piece totally obscures
each beam in the light curtain. Ensure that while the test piece is obscuring each beam the
output switches are OFF.

Maintenance
The Transmitter (TX) and Receiver (Rx) windows should be cleaned
regularly as indicated on the Installation Sheet, Figure K.
Dirt build-up or scratching on the windows may lead to intermittent
tripping or a totally blocked condition of the light curtain. Clear
adhesive tape may be applied to the windows of curtains in dirty or
abrasive conditions. Renew the clear adhesive tape periodically.
Dust particles can be attracted to the Perspex window due to static charges. This can be
prevented by the use of an antistatic plastic cleaner and antistatic cloth.
Clean the windows with a clean damp cloth using a mild
detergent. Never use abrasive, corrosive cleaners or spray
detergents.
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Figure K – Operation Cycle
o Before installation read and understand
the Installation Sheet provided paying
particular attention to the information
provided in Fig. E
o Refer to Fig. J for test and maintenance
procedures
o Every 24 hours carry out tests as
indicated in Fig. J
o Every 6 months check the entire
installation paying particular attention to
Fig. E
o If the equipment fails to operate as
intended check the electrical
connections as shown in Fig. F and G
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Figure L – Product Return Procedure

If a fault occurs that cannot be resolved or the equipment is damaged return the equipment to the
nearest Smartscan distributor or Smartscan Ltd. Indicate the nature of the fault and the
symptoms displayed on the form provided.

Note
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Figure M – Model List
Fig. M shows the ST-U series
safety light curtain model
numbers with their
corresponding number of
Infrared beams, detection
zone width (DZ), fixing
centres (CTR), overall length
(L), and object detection
capability (ODC). A list of
the operating ranges for the
different model numbers is
also provided.
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ST-U series

Resolution: 44mm

Range: 0.3m ~ 6m

Beams

Protection Zone
(DZ) mm

Overall Length
(B) mm

Install Length
(CTR) mm

Assembly Length
(L) mm

ST-401U

3

164

189

238

275

ST-402U

6

284

309

358

395

ST-403U

9

404

429

478

515

ST-404U

12

524

549

598

635

ST-405U

15

644

669

718

755

ST-406U

18

764

789

838

875

ST-407U

21

884

909

958

995

ST-408U

24

1004

1029

1078

1115

ST-409U

27

1124

1149

1198

1235

ST-410U

30

1244

1269

1318

1355

ST-411U

33

1364

1389

1438

1475

ST-412U

36

1484

1509

1558

1595

ST-413U

39

1604

1629

1678

1715

ST-414U

42

1724

1749

1798

1835

ST-415U

45

1844

1869

1918

1955

ST-416U

48

1964

1989

2038

2075

Model

ST-U series

Resolution: 44mm

Range: 4m ~ 12m

Beams

Protection Zone
(DZ) mm

Overall Length
(B) mm

Install Length
(CTR) mm

Assembly Length
(L) mm

ST-401UL

3

164

189

238

275

ST-402UL

6

284

309

358

395

ST-403UL

9

404

429

478

515

ST-404UL

12

524

549

598

635

ST-405UL

15

644

669

718

755

ST-406UL

18

764

789

838

875

ST-407UL

21

884

909

958

995

ST-408UL

24

1004

1029

1078

1115

ST-409UL

27

1124

1149

1198

1235

ST-410UL

30

1244

1269

1318

1355

ST-411UL

33

1364

1389

1438

1475

ST-412UL

36

1484

1509

1558

1595

ST-413UL

39

1604

1629

1678

1715

ST-414UL

42

1724

1749

1798

1835

ST-415UL

45

1844

1869

1918

1955

ST-416UL

48

1964

1989

2038

2075

Model
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STA-U series

Resolution: 34mm

Range: 0.3m ~ 6m

Beams

Protection Zone
(DZ) mm

Overall Length
(B) mm

Install Length
(CTR) mm

Assembly Length
(L) mm

ST-301U

4

154

189

238

275

ST-302U

8

274

309

358

395

ST-303U

12

394

429

478

515

ST-304U

16

514

549

598

635

ST-305U

20

634

669

718

755

ST-306U

24

754

789

838

875

ST-307U

28

874

909

958

995

ST-308U

32

994

1029

1078

1115

ST-309U

36

1114

1149

1198

1235

ST-310U

40

1234

1269

1318

1355

ST-311U

44

1354

1389

1438

1475

ST-312U

48

1474

1509

1558

1595

ST-313U

52

1594

1629

1678

1715

ST-314U

56

1714

1749

1798

1835

ST-315U

60

1834

1869

1918

1955

ST-316U

64

1954

1989

2038

2075

Model

STA-U series

Resolution: 34mm

Range: 4m ~ 12m

Beams

Protection Zone
(DZ) mm

Overall Length
(B) mm

Install Length
(CTR) mm

Assembly Length
(L) mm

ST-301UL

4

154

189

238

275

ST-302UL

8

274

309

358

395

ST-303UL

12

394

429

478

515

ST-304UL

16

514

549

598

635

ST-305UL

20

634

669

718

755

ST-306UL

24

754

789

838

875

ST-307UL

28

874

909

958

995

ST-308UL

32

994

1029

1078

1115

ST-309UL

36

1114

1149

1198

1235

ST-310UL

40

1234

1269

1318

1355

ST-311UL

44

1354

1389

1438

1475

ST-312UL

48

1474

1509

1558

1595

ST-313UL

52

1594

1629

1678

1715

ST-314UL

56

1714

1749

1798

1835

ST-315UL

60

1834

1869

1918

1955

ST-316UL

64

1954

1989

2038

2075

Model
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STB-U series

Resolution: 24mm

Range: 0.3m ~ 6m

Beams

Protection Zone
(DZ) mm

Overall Length
(B) mm

Install Length
(CTR) mm

Assembly Length
(L) mm

ST-201U

6

144

189

238

275

ST-202U

12

264

309

358

395

ST-203U

18

384

429

478

515

ST-204U

24

504

549

598

635

ST-205U

30

624

669

718

755

ST-206U

36

744

789

838

875

ST-207U

42

864

909

958

995

ST-208U

48

984

1029

1078

1115

ST-209U

54

1104

1149

1198

1235

ST-210U

60

1224

1269

1318

1355

ST-211U

66

1344

1389

1438

1475

ST-212U

72

1464

1509

1558

1595

ST-213U

78

1584

1629

1678

1715

ST-214U

84

1704

1749

1798

1835

ST-215U

90

1824

1869

1918

1955

ST-216U

96

1944

1989

2038

2075

Model

STB-U series

Resolution: 24mm

Range: 4m ~ 12m

Beams

Protection Zone
(DZ) mm

Overall Length
(B) mm

Install Length
(CTR) mm

Assembly Length
(L) mm

ST-201UL

6

144

189

238

275

ST-202UL

12

264

309

358

395

ST-203UL

18

384

429

478

515

ST-204UL

24

504

549

598

635

ST-205UL

30

624

669

718

755

ST-206UL

36

744

789

838

875

ST-207UL

42

864

909

958

995

ST-208UL

48

984

1029

1078

1115

ST-209UL

54

1104

1149

1198

1235

ST-210UL

60

1224

1269

1318

1355

ST-211UL

66

1344

1389

1438

1475

ST-212UL

72

1464

1509

1558

1595

ST-213UL

78

1584

1629

1678

1715

ST-214UL

84

1704

1749

1798

1835

ST-215UL

90

1824

1869

1918

1955

ST-216UL

96

1944

1989

2038

2075

Model
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STC-U series

Resolution: 14mm

Range: 0.3m ~ 6m

Beams

Protection Zone
(DZ) mm

Overall Length
(B) mm

Install Length
(CTR) mm

Assembly Length
(L) mm

ST-101U

12

134

189

238

275

ST-102U

24

254

309

358

395

ST-103U

36

374

429

478

515

ST-104U

48

494

549

598

635

ST-105U

60

614

669

718

755

ST-106U

72

734

789

838

875

ST-107U

84

854

909

958

995

ST-108U

96

974

1029

1078

1115

ST-109U

108

1094

1149

1198

1235

ST-110U

120

1214

1269

1318

1355

ST-111U

132

1334

1389

1438

1475

ST-112U

144

1454

1509

1558

1595

ST-113U

156

1574

1629

1678

1715

ST-114U

168

1694

1749

1798

1835

ST-115U

180

1814

1869

1918

1955

ST-116U

192

1934

1989

2038

2075

Model

STC-U series

Resolution: 14mm

Range: 4m ~ 12m

Beams

Protection Zone
(DZ) mm

Overall Length
(B) mm

Install Length
(CTR) mm

Assembly Length
(L) mm

ST-101UL

12

134

189

238

275

ST-102UL

24

254

309

358

395

ST-103UL

36

374

429

478

515

ST-104UL

48

494

549

598

635

ST-105UL

60

614

669

718

755

ST-106UL

72

734

789

838

875

ST-107UL

84

854

909

958

995

ST-108UL

96

974

1029

1078

1115

ST-109UL

108

1094

1149

1198

1235

ST-110UL

120

1214

1269

1318

1355

ST-111UL

132

1334

1389

1438

1475

ST-112UL

144

1454

1509

1558

1595

ST-113UL

156

1574

1629

1678

1715

ST-114UL

168

1694

1749

1798

1835

ST-115UL

180

1814

1869

1918

1955

ST-116UL

192

1934

1989

2038

2075

Model
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Figure N – Declaration of Conformity

CD1002/111220

EC Declaration of Conformity
Product:

Smartscan ST-U Light C urtain, Mode l ST-** *U series.

Manufacturer: Smartscan TW Limited ,
2F, No.5, 10 th Road, Tai chung Indu strial park,
Taichung City, Taiwan R .O.C.
Declares tha t the safety c ompon ent(s) described ser ial numb ers between ST000001 – ST999999 , fulfils the
follow ing safety function: E lectro-sensitive prot ective equ ipment – Active Opto-electronic Protective Dev ice
(safety l ight curtai n).
Conforms to the following Directives:
Machinery Directive
Electromagnetic Conformity Direct ive
Low Voltage Directive

2006/42/EC
2014/ 30/EU
2014/ 35/EU

Complies with the rele vant requirements of the following Standards:
IEC 6149 6-1, IEC 6149 6-2, EN IEC 61496 -1, EN IEC 6149 6-2
Type 4
IEC 62061, EN 62061
SIL 3
ISO 1384 9-1, EN ISO 13849- 1
PL e
Uses the foll owing sta ndards:
EN ISO 12100, EN 60204 -1, IEC 60204 -1
Complies with the examp les to wh ich the EC type exam ination certificate be low relates, and is in conformi ty
with the p rotection r equirements of Council Directive 2014/ 30/EU, as am ended, on the ap proximation of the
laws of the Member States relating to e lectromagnetic compatibility.
The component i s of a type listed in Annex IV of the Machinery Directive. Examples have been submitted for
type exam ination by the app roved body ident ified be low.
Safenet C ertification Services Ltd .

Notified Bod y Numb er: 2805

Address

204 Ro selawn House, Nationa l Technology Park, Limerick, V94 6R68, Ireland .

Certificate No.

1836091220a

and 1836091220b

Signed : ________________________

Title:
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Figure O – Glossary of Words and Language Translation
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Appendix 1 – Important Safety Information


Ensure that the Smartscan safety light curtain is installed by a qualified person.



Smartscan safety light curtains are supplied as matching serial number pairs and must be
used as matching serial number pairs.



It is the responsibility of the employer that the safety light curtain is properly installed,
operated and maintained as well as the machinery on which the safety product is installed.
All the applicable national and international legislation and technical standards for the
corresponding machine application must be complied with.



The safety light curtain is only one element in the overall machine safety circuit, the whole
machine safety control circuit must be a fail-safe design.



The stopping elements of the machine should be regularly checked to make sure the
machine stop time performance is reliable and within the specified parameters.



Do not repair or modify the Smartscan safety light curtain. Smartscan products can only be
repaired by the manufacturer. Any work carried out on the product that is not done by the
manufacturer will invalidate the warranty terms. All products being returned for repair must
be matching serial number pairs.



The ST-U series safety light curtain installation sheet and installation guide do not provide
instruction or operation information for the machine that it is integrated to.
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Appendix 2 - Certifications
Company

Certificate No: 79Q13722

Smartscan Limited has a certified quality assurance system in compliance with ISO 9001:2015.
Certificate number: 79Q13722.

Products

Smartscan safety light curtains are developed and manufactured in compliance with the
European Machinery Directive 2006/42/EC and International Legislation and Standards.
Smartscan products are Third Party approved by the Notified Body Safenet Certification
Services Ltd, Notified Body number: 2805.
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Appendix 3 - Mirrors
Reflector mirrors can be provided enabling two or three sides of a machine to be safeguarded
with, what is effectively a single light curtain.
When mirrors are employed it is essential that the mounting of the transmitter unit, receiver unit
and mirrors themselves are sufficiently rigid. Alignment becomes increasingly critical as the
range and number of mirrors increase. Mirrors cause a reduction in optical efficiency, reducing
the effective range. A guide to the practicality of using mirrors is given below.
Range of the
light curtain

Maximum range
through 1 mirror

Maximum range
through 2 mirrors

0.3m - 6m

4.8m

3.6m

4m - 12m

8m

6m

Range of the light curtain: 0.3m - 6m
Total Light Path

1 Mirror

2 Mirror

2m

Easy

Easy

4m

Medium

Not Feasible

Range of the light curtain: 4m - 12m
Total Light Path

1 Mirror

2 Mirror

3m

Easy

Easy

5m

Easy

Medium

6m

Medium

Hard

8m

Hard

Not Feasible

The angle of the infrared beams from the light curtain striking the reflective surface must be
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within defined limits as per the drawings above.
Perimeter curtains will be easier to align, curtains over 900mm may be more difficult to align.
Check with the Smartscan technical department prior to ordering for a particular application,
support@smartscan.com, Tel: 886 - 4 - 23598885, Fax: 886 - 4 - 23599423
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Alignment though one mirror
1. Secure the transmitter, receiver and
mirror units in the position in which
they are intended to be used.
2. Ensure all units are perfectly upright in
all planes by using a sprit level.
3. If the units are floor mounted on stands
ensure the floor is even. Shim the
floor mounts if necessary to ensure the units are all upright.
4. With one eye looking over the top of the receiver unit in line with the centre of the extrusion
look towards the reflective surface of the mirror, in a similar manner to looking through a gun
sight.
5. A second person must adjust the mirror to the left and right until the Perspex window of the
transmitter unit can be seen reflected in the mirror.
6. If the light curtain is scanning over a long range it may be difficult to see the reflection of the
transmitter units Perspex window in the mirror. If so, cut a piece of white paper to the size of
the Perspex window and mount directly in front of the window. Now repeat step 5.
7. If the reflection of the white paper is difficult to see in the mirror then employ a third person to
hold a flashlight in front of the transmitter unit with the light beam pointing directly in line with
the Perspex window towards the mirror. Now repeat step 5.
8. Use shims to ensure the mirror is accurately aligned to enable the infra red beams in the
light curtain to reach the receiver. Alternatively, fabricate mirror mountings to include some
form of adjustment to enable movement both left and right and also forward and backwards
from the central axis of the mirror.
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Alignment though two mirrors
9.

Follow instruction 1-4

10. A second person must adjust the
position of the first mirror to the left
and to the right until the entire length
of the second mirror is reflected in
the first mirror. If difficulties are
experienced in seeing the reflection
on the second mirror in the first mirror
then use a piece of white paper cut to
size and position in front of the
second mirror.
11. If the reflection of the white paper is difficult to see in the first mirror then employ a third
person to hold a flashlight in front of the second mirror with the light beam pointing directly
in line with its mirror housing towards the first mirror. Secure the first mirror.
12. Again follow instructions 1 to 4.
13. The second person must adjust the position of the second mirror to the left and to the right
until the entire length of the transmitter unit is reflected through both the first mirror and the
second mirror. If difficulties are experienced in seeing the reflection of the transmitter unit
through both the first then the second mirrors then use a piece of white paper cut to size
and position in front of the transmitter unit.
14. If the reflection of the white paper is still difficult to see through the first and second mirrors
then employ a third person to hold a flashlight in front of the transmitter unit with the light
beam pointing directly towards the second mirror. Secure the second mirror.
15. Ensure the mirrors are directly aligned thus enabling the infra red beams of the transmitter
to reach the receiver. Alternatively, fabricate mirror mountings to include some form of
adjustment to enable movement both left and right and also forwards and backwards from
the central axis of each mirror.
16. Now turn on the power to the light curtain and check that the green LED beam indicator,
mounted on the receiver unit is ‘on’. If not, it may be necessary to finely adjust each mirror
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in turn to ensure the infra-red energy from the transmitter unit is being reflected through the
mirror(s) to the corresponding receiver unit.

Alignment of the light curtain using mirrors

Note:
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The mirror length must be a minimum of 100mm longer than the overall
length of the light curtain to be installed e.g. 50mm above and 50mm
below either end of the light curtain.
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Appendix 4 – Specification Table
Number of beams
Object detection
Detection zone

ST-U:3 – 48, STA-U:4 – 64, STB-U:6 – 96, STC-U:12 – 192
ST-U:44mm, STA-U:34mm, STB-U:24mm, STC-U:14mm,
And Perimeter guarding systems
134mm to 1964mm

Range

0.3 – 6m (model dependent)
4 – 12m (model dependent)

Light type

Infra-Red 880nm

Response time

28ms

Operating temperature

0°C to +50°C

Light curtain enclosure

IP66, (H x W x D) H x 48.2 x 39.8mm

Status indicators

CLEAR LED (Green LED) on = Infrared beams aligned
CLEAR LED (RED LED) on = Infrared beams blocked
Red LED on = OSSDs off
RX Yellow LED = RESET status indicator
Green LED = EDM status indicator
Blue LED = MUTED status indicator
7 segment display for status and diagnostics
TX

CLEAR LED (Green LED) on = Infrared beams aligned
CLEAR LED (RED LED) on = Infrared beams blocked

Power supply requirement

24V DC ± 10%, 1.5A regulated

Current consumption

500mA (TX) + 500mA (RX) + (OSSD current consumption) +
(MUTED output current consumption) + (OSSD Auxiliary
Output current consumption)

Light curtain connection

Pre-wired 5m cables connected to both the Transmitter (Tx)
and Receiver (Rx) units
TX (Black cable) 8-pole, RX (Black cable) 8-pole

Finish

Aluminium chromate treated, Polyester powder coated
(yellow)

Safety Classification

BS EN 61496-1 / IEC 61496-1 Type 4
BS EN 61496-2 / IEC 61496-2 Type 4
BS EN ISO 13849-1 PL e
BS EN 62061 / IEC 62061 SIL 3

PFHd (Per Hour)

1.12436E-09

T1 (Life Span in Years)

20 Years

MTTFd (Years)

100 Years
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DC (Diagnostic Coverage) % 99%
Warranty

One Year

OUTPUTS
MUTED Output

1 x electronic switches (PNP), each rated at 24V DC, 500mA

Safety Outputs
OSSD1 & OSSD2

2 x electronic switches (PNP), each rated at 24V DC, 500mA

Non-safety Output
OSSD Auxiliary Output

1 x electronic switches (NPN), each rated at 24V DC, 500mA

Synchronization I/O
INPUTS
Safety Monitoring (EDM)
Reset (Manual/Automatic)
MUTE1
MUTE2
Synchronization I/O
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Notes
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